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Two years into the Association and already patterns are beginning to develop as well as changes 

being made. On the educational side the Moorfields Association has been redefining its criteria for 

awarding bursaries to Residents and Fellows so that they fit in more with guidelines set out by the 

Hospital Study Leave Committee.  Requests for bursaries will now be considered in circumstances 

where applicants have exceeded their annual study leave entitlement, or where they are only 

partially supported by the Hospital.  Applications at short notice for study leave, which takes 

place before the next Study Leave Committee meeting, and also those from junior members of 

other professional groups not supported by the Special Trustees (e.g. orthoptists, optometrists etc.) 

will be considered, as will those for teaching/training visits to post-graduate centres in Eastern 

Europe (OAEE Fund) and for expenses incurred in the preparation of lectures, posters or 

publications derived from work/research carried out at Moorfields. These new guidelines have 

been published on the MA website and already this year three bursaries of £500 that fall into these 

sub-groups have been awarded. 

      The fund set up by Ophthalmic Aid to Eastern Europe (OAEE Fund) as part of the 

Moorfields Association activities continues to encourage observerships from the region and, in the 

autumn, it supported visits by a young eye doctor from Bosnia and one from Ukraine. 

   The 2016 Moorfields Annual Alumni Meeting (Scientific Meeting) on March 11th was again 

held at the Royal Society of Medicine and, in addition to a number of excellent presentations by 

junior staff from six different services, there were guest lectures from Professor Steve Schwartz 

(Jules Stein Eye Institute, Los Angeles) Professor Chris Hammond (St. Thomas’s Hospital, 

London) and Professor Donald Tan (National University, Singapore).  The Moorfields Association 

Annual General Meeting was held during the lunch hour and the activities of the MA in the 

previous year were reviewed together with the annual accounts. The audience was small but 

loyal. Later the Moorfields Association Lifetime Achievement Award was presented to Professor 

Peter Watson with a stirring citation given by David Boase. 

 

    The penultimate event of the meeting  had its customary more light-hearted note with the 

4th High Holborn Lecture entitled ‘Sacred and Profane’ delivered by Tim ffytche (modesty prevents 

me from writing anything more about this except to say that it seems to have been well-received.) The day 

ended with the Residents’ Revue which was reassuringly satirical, evocative and markedly risqué 

– and, as ever, most entertaining. 
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   On the social side the MA has also been busy - it held the very popular Residents’ Winter 

Dinner in January hosted by six members of the current and past consultant staff. It was attended 

by over 40 residents and fellows and following the meal Tim ffytche gave a talk about Moorfields 

training in the 1960’s (again well-received!), and in March the MA helped fund the Moorfields 

Consultants’ Dinner at the Honourable Artillery Company.  Plans for the 200th anniversary 

celebrations of the foundation of the Royal Westminster Ophthalmic Hospital, the forerunner of 

the High Holborn branch of Moorfields are well underway. The event will be held on December 

9th which almost coincides with the anniversary and following the reunion lunch there will be a 

mini-symposium under the title ‘200 years of…..’ with talks given by a number of High Holborn 

alumni.         

The MA’s main income derived from the ‘private patients’ levy’ continues to be 

unpredictable making it difficult to plan far ahead, and a search is still on for a formula that will 

assure a more regular and dependable source of finance and thus avoid the necessity of going to 

the consultants cap in hand to ask repeatedly for their generous support.   

  On the administrative side the office is functioning well and Susan Hoyal is at her 

desk in the Friends’ Office on Thursday afternoons when she can be contacted on 0207 251 1240;  

without her help the MA would find it very difficult to function. We would also like to give our 

special thanks to Stephen Dunham our finance officer who sadly left in January to pursue his 

career further. His place has been taken by Assad Choudry and we wish him well, in what we 

hope, is not too arduous a task. A final thanks to Peter McDonnell our Honorary Treasurer and 

also to Richard Keeler, our Honorary Archivist. We send the best wishes of the MA to all its 

members with the hope that the result of the EU Referendum next month will not prove too 

divisive. 

Tim ffytche 

Honorary President. 


